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## What Is a Database? A database is a repository of records. Each record has information about something that happened.
For example, you might have a record about the results of a soccer match. A record might have the scores of each team, which
would be in the `match_score` column, as well as a column for each team's final score and the name of the goal scored by each
team. The database also keeps track of changes to the record. If the goal scored by Team A for the second game of the soccer
match was a **shot** and Team B scored a **penalty kick**, the database would record the scores as **2–1** and **4–3**,
respectively. You would need a new record to keep track of the new score, which might be added in the form of a new
`match_score` column. You might have records for millions of different things, but the idea is the same. There is a unique
identifier, or key, that uniquely identifies each record, and this key uniquely identifies every record that has ever been created.
And every time something changes, a new record is added to the database, with the old record deleted. ## Why Make a
Database? You might have a few reasons for making a database. First, you might want to keep track of a lot of data. For
example, you could create a database to keep track of all your bank accounts. In this case, the bank account number might be a
key, and the bank account information (such as the balance) might be the data. And, of course, you might want to keep track of
information for a variety of different purposes. For example, you might want to keep track of all the books you own and where
you put them. In this case, each record in the database would have a different key and a different set of data for each book. In
addition, you might also want to keep track of your preferences and maybe how you've spent your time. There are probably
hundreds of ways to organize a database, but you need to consider the specific purposes and capabilities of the information that
you need to keep track of. Once you know how you might need to use the information, you can determine what information
will be useful to keep track of and where to store it. You can start by making a list of all the information you might
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for Mere. MortalsÂ®. A practical guide to relationships. Database design. Third edition. Michael J. Hernandez. Upper Saddle
River, NJ â€¢ Boston â€¢ Indianapolis. Doubleday Publishing, 1997, 1999 and 2006. In 1997, Doubleday published The
MortalsÂ®. This is a thirteen-part collection of chapters that I have written in collaboration with some of my colleagues in the
field. In 2001, I wrote the preface to the first edition of this book, and since then it has become clear to me that my role in
MortalsÂ® cannot be fully appreciated, as this text is more of an extension, rather than editing, of already existing versions. .
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